CONTROL4® CHIME
VIDEO DOORBELL

CHIME VIDEO DOORBELL (PoE) C4-VDB-E-xx
CHIME VIDEO DOORBELL (Wi-Fi) C4-VDB-W-xx
Chime is the first video doorbell designed for the Control4 smart home. Chime allows homeowners to see
and talk to visitors while controlling the most important smart home features. Customers can see and hear
who’s at the door through the Control4 mobile app or touchscreen, and a 5MP camera with a 180-degree
field of view ensures every inch of the property is covered in crystal-clear HD. Using Composer Pro, you can
configure five adjustable motion zones, keeping your customer’s most critical areas protected.
Chime also features sensitivity controls to avoid unwanted notifications caused by faraway traffic or
passersby. You can trigger a snapshot notification when someone arrives on the porch, or simply set Chime
to begin recording without a notification when there’s movement in the yard. For additional peace of
mind, Chime stores seven days of recordings in the cloud for playback. Chime offers PoE models for new
construction or Wi-Fi for retrofit applications and is available in an elegant black or satin-nickel finish to blend
in seamlessly with any Control4 smart home.
Feature and benefit highlights
• Video doorbell that fully integrates with Control4 smart home
• 5MP HD camera with 180-degree field of view
• Two-way audio, no push and release required
• Five customizable motion zones with sensitivity control
• Night mode and IR LEDs
• Stores seven days of event recordings in the cloud
• Wi-Fi and PoE models
• Available in black and satin-nickel finishes
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Features
Complete smart home control
No other video doorbell delivers a complete smart home experience like
Chime. While communicating with someone at the front door, homeowners
can simultaneously disarm the alarm, unlock the door, open the garage door,
or any other smart home features you can imagine. Homeowners can also
communicate with others inside the house both at home or on the go with the
help of their touch screen or mobile app.
Program customized scenes
With your help, buttons on the Control4 app or touchscreen can initiate a series
of smart home events. If someone the homeowner knows arrives at the door,
a single push of a button will disable the alarm, let them inside, and turn on
the lights. You can also set the camera to start recording automatically when it
senses movement on the porch or in the driveway.
See and hear clearly
A 5MP HD camera promises sharp video quality, and night mode and IR LEDs
offer clear visibility, even in low light. Chime even features a 180-degree field of
view for monitoring that goes well beyond the front door. Plus, two-way audio
allows for natural conversations—no push and release required.
Adjustable motion zones and sensitivity controls
Personalize up to five motion zones with customized sensitivity control to
ensure homeowners are notified when it matters most. Program Chime to send
a notification with a camera snapshot whenever someone steps onto the front
porch, or start recording without a notification when there’s movement in the
yard. Or, set a scene that turns on the garage light and starts recording when
there’s movement in the driveway after midnight. With Chime, the options for
customization are endless.
Stylish and strong
Available in black and satin nickel finishes, Chime features a stylish design that
blends seamlessly into any upscale smart home. Plus, Chime is IP65 rated and
water resistant to keep it looking new for years to come.
Pro-grade features
Chime is available in Wi-Fi and PoE models, so it can be installed in retrofit jobs
or new construction. Configuration is easy with the help of Composer Pro, which
lets you program motion zones, custom alerts, snapshots, brightness levels,
LEDs, and more.
Install peace of mind
Chime automatically stores seven days of recordings, and OS 3 lets you go back
and watch video clips from the Control4 mobile app or touchscreen. In addition
to seeing what happened at the front door, you can also access a History view
of what happened in the home throughout the day. For increased video storage,
pair Chime with a Luma NVR.
Remote monitoring and management
Service Chime from anywhere in the world with OvrC remote management.
Receive notifications if there’s an issue with your customer’s system and get
them back up and running fast from an easy-to-use mobile or web app.
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Model
Model numbers

Chime Video Doorbell (PoE)

Chime Video Doorbell (Wi-Fi)

C4-VDB-E-SN (satin nickel)
C4-VDB-E-BL (black)

C4-VDB-W-SN (satin nickel)
C4-VDB-W-BL (black)

5MP

5MP

Main: up to 1600 × 1200
Substream: up to 1024 × 768

Main: up to 1600 × 1200
Substream: up to 1024 × 768

Up to 24 FPS

Up to 24 FPS

Y

Y

H.264 or MJPEG

H.264 or MJPEG

Video
Camera resolution
Video resolution
Frames per second
Video substream
Video codec
Night mode

Integrated IR LEDs for night mode

Integrated IR LEDs for night mode

Aspect ratio

4:3, nearly 180-degree horizontal FoV

4:3, nearly 180-degree horizontal FoV

5 configurable motion zones

5 configurable motion zones

Motion detection

Audio
Mic
Speaker
Codec

Built-in omnidirectional

Built-in omnidirectional

Y

Y

G.711

G.711

130 × 40 × 28 mm (5.12 × 1.58 × 1.10 in.)

130 × 40 × 28 mm (5.12 × 1.58 × 1.10 in.)

159 g (0.35 lb)

136 g (0.30 lb)

Satin Nickel
Black

Satin Nickel
Black

Yes

Yes (with adapter)

PoE 802.3af

16-24V

15W

N/A

-40 ˚C to 60 ˚C (-40 ˚F to 140 ˚F)

-40 ˚C to 55 ˚C (-40 ˚F to 131 ˚F)

-45 ˚C to 70 ˚C (-49 ˚F to 158 ˚F)

-45 ˚C to 70 ˚C (-49 ˚F to 158 ˚F)

20% to 100% RH (non-condensing)

20% to 100% RH (non-condensing)

IP65

IP65

C4-VDB-JBOX 1/2 Gang Junction Box

N/A

C4-VDB-E-ACC contains a 15-degree left and
right wedge and wall plate

C4-VDB-W-ACC contains a 15-degree left and right
wedge and wall plate

FCC class B, CE, IC

FCC class B, CE, IC

Mechanical
Dimensions (H × W × D)
Weight
Available colors
Mechanical chime support

Power
Power source
PoE power draw

Environmental
Operating temperature
Storage temperature
Humidity
Outdoor rating

Accessories
Jbox
FOV Wedge and Backplate

Certifications
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C4-VDB-W (Wi-Fi)
template

40 mm
(1.58 in.)

40 mm
(1.58 in.)

WALL PLATE

CAMERA OUTLINE

130 mm (5.12 in.)

WALL PLATE

130 mm (5.12 in.)

CAMERA OUTLINE

C4-VDB-E (PoE)
template

LATEST VERSION OF THIS DOCUMENT

INSTALLATION GUIDE, POE

INSTALLATION GUIDE, WI-FI

ctrl4.co/chime-ds

ctrl4.co/chime-e-ig

ctrl4.co/chime-w-ig
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